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TACO Marine® Products To See  
@ IBEX 2022, Booth 3-1431  

September 27-29 
 

MIRAMAR, FLORIDA (USA) – The TACO Marine® booth (3-1431) at IBEX next week will feature a 
wide range of products including award-winning ShadeFin®, and will introduce boat builders to 
the new Open Water Internal & Collapsible Carbon Fiber Outrigger Poles [OI Series]. 
 
New Open Water Internal & Collapsible Carbon Fiber Outrigger Poles 
 

 
 

Unlike other internal, triple-rigged poles on the market that are fixed or challenging to setup and 
take down, the OI Series can be collapsed quickly and with ease for transportation and storage.  
 
TACO’s 3-piece design features a patented latching mechanism that provides a Twist & Lock 
connection between each pole segment. Another innovative feature of these internally rigged 
poles is the ability to perfectly index the halyard line using the adjustable ratchet base/butt with 
a threaded locking collar. This design element eliminates chafing and ensures the smooth ascent 
and descent of outrigger lines. Additionally, each halyard line has its own internal tube running 
the length of the pole to its exit point that ensures smooth line operation with no tangling.  
 



Compatible with all standard 1-1/2-inch outrigger mounts, these poles come internally rigged 
with premium 400-pound mono halyard line in three distinct colors for easy identification of 
use. 
 
ShadeFin® By TACO Marine 
Winner of a Boating Industry Top Product Award, ShadeFin easily 
attaches into rod holders, tops and gunnels for convenient, portable 
shade for almost any boat. ShadeFin’s fabric provides a UPF 50+ 
rating of sun protection for multiple areas of the boat, including fore, 
aft and sides of tops and anywhere there is a rod holder. It pairs with 
either a fixed or adjustable rod holder mount, which insert into any 
standard rod holder, a hardtop bracket mount, the TACO Marine 
Grand Slam 170 Outrigger or 170-2 Center Rigger Mounts, or with a 
fixed or adjustable clamp-on mount for pipe or tube.  
 
New Stainless Steel Sundeck Latch 
This low profile, concealed latch is made entirely from Type-316L stainless steel and is perfect 
for an array of applications, including engine hatches, access panels, cabinet doors, dock boxes 
and folding seats. Its non-slip grip ensures a secure lift and comes with an adjustable anchoring 
stud. 
 
Hideaway Ratchet Hinge 
This hinge effortlessly transforms a standard seat cushion into a Class-A backrest to allow for 
versatile seating and deck options. The distinctive below-deck design provides functional, 
adjustable hinge operation without visible hardware. 
 
TACO Seating 
From premium made-in-the-USA helm chairs and benches to smooth, low-profile manual and 
electric seat slides, TACO’s booth will also showcase its product offering from TACO Seating – 
the company’s upholstery division located in Largo, Florida. TACO Seating is devoted entirely to 
complete marine seating, upholstery, and hardware solutions for boat builders. TACO’s 
dedicated team of Engineers, Designers and Craftsmen specialize in creating high-quality 
upholstery and hardware packages for builders who seek visually stunning and 
contemporary onboard seating. 
 
TACO is also slated to showcase additions to its Outrigger Mount offering, as well as highlight its 
Blackout Series – a black hard coat anodized aluminum finish that provides enhanced protection 
from the elements and unbeatable style.  
 
The company’s Innovation Award-winning Carbon Fiber Tele-Outriggers, available in 16-, 20- and 
24-foot lengths, and Deluxe Aluminum Tele-Outriggers will also be on display. These poles 
feature TACO’s unique and patented 360º swivel collars for a more natural bait presentation. 
 
For more information, visit the TACO Marine booth 3-1431 at IBEX, https://tacomarine.com or 
call 1+305.652.8566. 
 
TACO Marine®, a division of TACO Metals®, LLC, designs, manufactures and distributes a wide 
range of products, including rub rail, sport fishing and outrigger systems, boat shade, canvas and 



tower components, helm chairs and pedestals, and specialty hardware. 
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